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ABSTRACT
Systems that predict optical character recognition (OCR) accuracy of an input 
image by a given OCR system were developed. Seven features associated with image 
defects were identified and utilized. Two kinds of nonparametric classification 
engines, the nearest neighbor rule-based and neural network-based, were 
implemented. The performance of these systems were compared to an old 
heuristic-based system using a cost model of a large-scale document conversion 
process and a test data set consisting of 502 pages. The results show that the 
performance of new classifiers were better than that of the heuristic-based system. 
The neural network-based system outperformed the nearest-neighbor-based system. 
These new system can be used to reduce the cost of a large-scale document 
conversion process by discriminating good quality pages for OCR from degraded 
images for manual data entry.
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
The needs of automated document conversion systems in the information age are 
summarized by Croft:
"Text-based information systems have become increasingly important in 
business, government, and academia. In many applications, the source of the 
text is not documents from word processors, but instead documents in their 
original paper form. Although imaging systems provide a simple means of 
storing these documents and retrieving them through manually assigned 
keywords, full-text access will in general be much more effective. In order 
to get from paper documents to full-text retrieval, OCR will be a crucial part 
of the process." Croft [1].
Figure 1.1 shows the processes in a basic document conversion system. In the first 
step a scanner digitizes the original paper page and creates a corresponding digital 
image file. After that, an Optical Character Recognition (OCR) system converts the 
digital image representation of the page into textual format, (i.e., its ASCII 
counterpart). OCR generated text files are further processed by a text-based 
information system.
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The performance of OCR devices can be measured in different ways. The 
simplest measure is raw character accuracy defined by the following formula [3]:
Character Accuracy = [C - ( I  + S + D )] / C
where, I, S and D  are the number of insertion errors, the number of substitution 
errors, and the number of deletion errors, respectively, and C is the number of 
characters in the original text. These errors in the OCR output must be corrected. For 
simplicity, we will refer to character accuracy simply as accuracy.
Dickey showed that if an OCR device achieves an accuracy of 95% or less, the 
total cost of processing the page and correcting errors is greater than manually keying 
the page from scratch [4]. If a system that predicts the OCR accuracy of a given page 
can be built, an appropriate data entry method could be utilized to reduce the cost of 
data entry, (see Figure 1.2.) For a large scale document conversion operation, 
significant cost saving can be achieved.
Onginal
M a t e s ;
□ 'Data
9 !"Process
— Scanner
Digital
Image
I
Text
File — OCR
Figure 1.1 Basic document conversion system
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Figure 1.2: Basic document conversion system with 
the addition of a predictor system
Additionally, this prediction system could be used to control an 
image-enhancement system, such as that described by Stubberud [7], automatically 
in order to improve the quality of page images. As shown in Figure 1.3, a predictor
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is used to select candidates for image-enhancement and to evaluate the improvement 
or degradation made by the enhancement program.
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quality 
page)
no (good page)
Text
File
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Figure 1.3: Basic document conversion system with the addition 
of predictor and image-enhancement systems
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Prediction of OCR accuracy is still in its infancy. The only work known to the 
author was published by Blando [2, 5, 6]. (Details of this work are presented in 
Chapter 2.) Because there seemed room for improvement in Blando’s approach, the 
objective of this thesis has been to develop a better system for predicting the OCR 
accuracy of a given page.
Detailed analysis of Blando’s work revealed that the features proposed were not 
able to correctly capture some important image defects. To develop a better 
prediction system, new features were investigated and are proposed.
To improve the previous results, statistical classification methods, the k-nearest 
neighbor rule and neural networks, were examined instead of the heuristic approach 
used by Blando. These techniques were expected to make the system more robust. 
To apply these methods, the number of training samples was drastically increased over 
the number used by Blando.
A simple cost model for the data entry process was introduced. This model was 
used to study whether or not an OCR predictor can save any portion of data entry 
costs. In addition to classification accuracy, it was also used to compare the 
performance of prediction systems.
The remainder of this thesis consists of four chapters. In Chapter 2, Blando's work 
is analyzed in detail, and its weakness is discussed. Chapter 3 explains the author's 
approach to the problem. Chapter 4 presents experimental results and analysis, and 
finally Chapter 5 covers conclusions and future work.
CHAPTER 2
RELATED WORK
The only published work regarding prediction of OCR accuracy that was found 
by the author was that of Blando et al. Thus, this chapter is dedicated to an 
explanation of his approach. At the end, we present critical observations of this 
work.
2.1 THE ORIGINAL APPROACH
Blando developed a classifier for predicting OCR accuracy by measuring features 
associated with image defects [5]. His training data, features, classification rules, and 
experimental results are summarized in the following sections.
2.1.1 Training Data
A training set consisting of 12 clean pages and 12 degraded pages was selected 
from ISRI's Sample 1 and 2 databases [8]. For each page, the median accuracy of 
eight different OCR systems were calculated. These pages were labeled as either 
GOOD or BAD using a 90% OCR accuracy threshold. (This means that a page with
6
an OCR accuracy >= 90% was labeled as GOOD, otherwise it was labeled as BAD).
2.1.2 Feature Selection
By visually studying the 24 pages in the training data set, the following five 
features were designed. Blando's first observation was,
“Pages with characters whose strokes are thick tend to have many touching 
characters. This touching causes OCR errors. Another by-product of “fat” 
characters is that, often, the holes in letters like ‘a’, ‘e’, etc, get filled up 
completely or present only a minimal white portion in the center. This last 
fact is also a known cause of OCR errors since letters like ‘e’ are classified 
as ‘c’.”. Blando[5].
Figure 2.1 (a) shows the inside hole of a normal-stroke letter and a fat-stroke 
letter, respectively. To detect fat characters and touching characters, the inside holes 
were measured.
Figure 2.1 (b) shows that an inside hole is represented by a white connected 
component (CC). A white speckle is defined as a minimally opened inside hole. After 
some observations, it was decided that an inside hole is minimally opened if its white 
connected region is less or equal to 3 pixels high and wide.
In order to normalize the amount of white speckle in a page, the first feature called
White Speckle Factor (WSF) is defined as:
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White Speckle Factor .  Namber o f White CCs *  3x3
Total number o f  White CCs
Letter ‘a’ 
Normal Stroke
Letter ‘a’ 
Fat Stroke
(a)
r u \  : -  Black CC width (D )  ►: Black CC width
oo0)
sA
White CC width
v  £  
'  '  oo
White CC width
Figure 2.1 (a) Letter ‘a’ with normal and fat strokes 
(b) White and Black CC representation
Blando's second observation was:
“Pages with light characters or low contrast usually have their characters
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broken in pieces. These pieces tend to be small and could have almost any 
shape.”. Blando [5].
Since broken characters are an important problem for OCR algorithms, a feature 
that measures the amount of character fragmentation in a particular page was 
designed.
As shown in Figure 2.2, these broken pieces vary widely in size and shape.
N it i i f . i - . 'H l  «-iik u n m e t  111 ;■« i h r  m u j u r  i n i ' t u t  u J i r i>  n n H ^ t  n i r  w u -  M i i y i ' r U ' t
i ' i i i  h u m i n i i ' i i m i ’in . ' '  1i «':<> H»rcueiJ iii  u n n m iv i  >ii»U,i i i i « n r t r l i \ i U y  i ' i [ i » i \ n ; ' -n^ 
l , i  i l i , Ni<tr<n£i-i! -h' iIh* i i i i t u i ' l i i t l i i i l l y  p v ^ - u l  ;n if t  i l i v u  u ' l -m i i i i - i i -w t  '»'» i'i’H U iu H " '
:>v: 11 Li::i ■ 11.   j; wi s i ex  j i i n i  prcn!m- i »]g  :i r l • » i i ' t i i < i i n > * i a i i i m i i i i  tnr*xijri-ti
<!ii>xiiji H u l l i  im iu ii ln H *  ;<tul i l f ' t r i K l i n n  w i ' iv  h n w u - I 'u iir l i*ui=* n3' lf« *  e in 'j -g y  s o p u l . 
T ills: I v t u i l l iH -  n i i -  f v i l l i l  :i!- II l»y>)U'H<llU'1 I>1 II Il l 's-t l i ' s m i i l l  ci  -i> tl« l-“ :i-* l i - : l< 'l i i i l i-  
S ii ic i '  1 h i- j i ln  i ' i ' im ’i i i ' i i  1j:uJ im>( fH V i'in ii.-n - i i'j iu r ti'iJ -  « n m -  k m l n ' f  w o r k  \ v i ~
Figure 2.2: A page region with brokenness
In other words, the minimal bounding boxes of black 8-connected components 
have different widths and heights. Blando observed that character fragments tend to 
fall near the origin (width = 0, height = 0) and called the area the “Broken Chars 
Zone” as shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.4 shows the definition of a normalized Broken Chars Zone that was 
designed to be independent of font size. But, as shown in Figure 2.3, there is a dot 
zone in this Broken Char Zone, which means that small legal characters, like dots for 
example, also fall in this region. Since a page with a large number of dots will be 
considered as a page with a high degree of brokenness, a density measurement of the 
number of CCs inside this Broken Char Zone will not be a good estimator. Therefore, 
instead of density, the concept of coverage was used.
To measure the degree of coverage of the Broken Char Zone, the region is 
subdivided into cells at a rate of one cell per pixel. CCs are assigned to the cells 
according to their width and height. The second feature called Broken Zone Factor 
(BZF) is calculated as:
i n t? . Number o f cells filledBroken Zone Factor =----------------   ---
Total number o f  cells
Blando also observed,
“Large black connected components throughout the whole page can be the 
result of touching characters, a very large font, or complex vertical patterns.
All of these characteristics pose difficulty to OCR algorithms.... Large white 
connected components can be the product of large fonts, inverse video or 
complex touching patterns.” Blando [5].
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B r o k e n  C h a r  Zone i n  R e l a t i o n  
t o  o t h e r  c h a r a c t e r  z o n e s
1 ' s  lone
a sc e n d e r/d e sc e n d e r zone
H e i g h t I ' s  b o d ie s
x -h e ig h t l e t t e r s  zone
Broken Chars Zone
i t s  Zone
W id th
Figure 2.3: Broken Char zone and other char zones
Considering this observation, the following factors were designed:
Max. Avg. Black CC = Max(Avg.Width BlackCCs , Avg.Height BlackCCs) 
Max. Avg. White CC = Max(Avg.Width WhiteCCs, Avg.Height WhiteCCs) 
BW ratio = number o f  Black CCs / number o f  White CCs
The BW ratio was designed to detect inverse video objects in a page. For more 
detailed explanation of these features, see Chapter 3 of [5].
2.1.3 Classification Rules For Heuristic Classifier
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A rule-based classifier that uses the following rules was designed:
(1) i f  WhiteSpeckleFactor (WSF) >= 10% Then "Bad page
(2) i f  BrokenZoneFactor (BZF) >=70% Then "Bad page
(3) i f  MaxAvgBlackCC >=40 Then "Bad page
(4) i f  MaxAvgWhiteCC >=30 and BWratio <1.5 Then "Bad page
These threshold values were heuristically determined to minimize the classification 
error of BAD pages as GOOD pages.
Height Diagonal.
R e f Y ^  Reference 
! Point
75%
60%
15%
Width15% 60% 75% Ref X
Figure 2.4: Broken Chars zone Coordinates definition
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2.1.4 Test and Results
Two sets of test data were used to evaluate the performance of the predictor. The 
first set consisted of 257 pages extracted from a collection of scientific and technical 
(S & T) documents (ISRI's Sample-2). The second set consists of 200 pages extracted 
from a collection of magazines (ISRI's Magazine data set).
Preliminary results showed that some OCR devices had difficulty in recognizing 
numerical data, such as classifying 'O' as 'O' and '1' as T. Since this type of error is not 
caused by image defects, pages containing tables were treated as "Reject", and, were 
excluded from the accuracy calculation. It was also observed that almost all the 
misclassified pages contained less than 200 connected components.
Considering that the classifier is based in measured ratios, pages with a small number 
of connected components do not present enough information to calculate credible 
ratios. Therefore, pages with less than 200 CCs were also treated as "Reject".
Using a threshold of 90% to differentiate between GOOD and BAD pages, the 
results obtained from the S & T documents are shown in the confusion matrix of 
Table 2.1. (reproduced [5] with permission).
Error Rate (Using 90% threshold) = ( 0 + 35 ) / 257 = 0.136 
Rejection Rate = (103 + 15 + 53 + 11) 1439 = 0.41
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Recognized
Bad Good
O
ri
gi
na
l
Bad 11 0
Good 35 211
Table 2.1: Confusion Matrix. (Threshold = 90%)
Even though the number of "Good as Bad" misclassifications is considerable, 
there are no "Bad as Good" misclassifications, which is a desired goal for large-scale 
OCR operations.
Recognized
Bad Good
O
ri
gi
na
l
Bad 18 9
Good 28 202
Table: 2.2: Confusion Matrix. (Threshold = 95%)
Table 2.2 shows results using a higher threshold of 95%. The number of "Bad as 
Good" misclassifications went up from 0 to 9.
Error Rate (Using 95% threshold) = (9 + 28) / 257 = 0.144
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Recognized
Bad Good1
O
ri
gi
na
l
Bad 14 0
Good 27 159
Table 2.3: Confusion Matrix for Magazine Pages. 
(Threshold = 90%)
The confusion matrices in Table 2.3 and Table 2.4 show the results obtained 
testing the Magazine data set using a 90% and 95% threshold, respectively.
Error Rate (Using 90% threshold) = (0 + 27) / 200 = 0.135 
Error Rate (Using 95% Threshold) = (13 + 17) / 200 = 0.15
Recognized
Bad Good
O
ri
gi
na
l
Bad 24 13
Good 17 146
Table 2.4: Confusion Matrix. (Threshold = 95%)
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Although the classifier was trained for S & T documents, it was able to achieve 
similar accuracy by processing the magazine pages.
2.2 BLANDO'S APPROACH USING A STATISTICAL CLASSIFIER [6]
The following work is an attempt to improve the results obtained by Blando's 
heuristic classifier using a statistical classification method. To do so, the number of 
training samples was increased, using ISRI's sample as the training data set. The 
Nearest Mean classification using Mahalanobis distance was chosen to be applied. The 
distance between the mean vector u, of a class i and a vector x to be classified is 
defined as:
D2l(x) = ( x - u l) 'K; ' (x-ui)
In this work, the number of features was reduced to two (i.e., the BrokenZone 
factor and the WhiteSpeckle factor) and three different classes were selected:
I. Good quality pages
n. Bad quality pages due to broken characters (detected by Broken zone 
Factor)
III. Bad quality pages due to touching characters (detected by White 
Speckle Factor)
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Mean vectors and covariance matrices calculated for each class were:
Good'. pg =
Touching: p; =
0.0261 0.0031 0.0014
. K,=0.2381 0.0014 0.0275
0.1185 0.0186 -0.0030
, K =
0.1553 7 / -0.0030 0.0110
0.1128 0.0130 0.0008
Broken: pfc = » K b =0.8290 0 0.0008 0.0053
Recognized
Bad Good
O
ri
gi
na
l
Bad 25 12
Good 49 353
Recognized
Bad Good
O
ri
gi
na
l
Bad 13 1
Good 29 157
Confusion Matrix for Sample2 Confusion Matrix for Magazines
Table 2.5: Experimental Results (Tables 2 & 4 from page 56 of [6])
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Finally, two different datasets were tested: ISRI's sample2, that was also used as 
training, and the Magazine sample. As shown in Table 2.5 there was no improvement 
compared to Blando's heuristic classifier.
The final conclusion was that better features have to be used in order to apply any 
statistical classification.
2.3 ANALYSIS
Several problems in Blando's approach were identified. The first problem is the 
size of training set, which is only 24 samples. Having more training samples would 
allow one to design better features and would open the possibility of applying 
statistical classification techniques. However, there is a point to be considered before 
adding new training samples. The distribution of good and bad image quality pages 
in DOE database indicates that there are significantly more good pages than bad ones. 
In order to study features associated with degraded images, a separate data set of bad 
quality pages would have to be added.
White Speckle Factor uses a fixed threshold value to determine if a white CC is 
a white speckle or not. Small characters with normal strokes are classified as "Bad", 
and large characters with fat strokes are classified as "Good". There is a need for a 
scalable white speckle factor.
The touchiness degree is the number of touching characters in a particular page. 
The estimation of this degree is very important considering the difficulty that OCR
19
devices have with this type of distortion. Blando's white speckle factor was created 
to detect letters with fat strokes. Even though fatness could cause touchiness, this is 
not always the case. Sometimes, a page could have letters with fat strokes that are 
separated from one another. Therefore, it is necessary to design a feature to detect the 
degree of touchiness of a particular page.
After studying the broken zone factor values for different pages, it was observed 
that the chance of a page with small number of CCs to completely fill the broken 
zone is lower than that of a page with a large number of CCs. Thus, the fixed 
threshold of 0.7 set by Blando to decide if a zone has a lot of broken characters may 
not be appropriate. The broken zone factor has to be related to the number of black 
CCs in order to work correctly.
These observations were used to design more robust features described in the next 
chapter.
CHAPTER 3
NEW CLASSIFIERS
3.1 ASSUMPTIONS AND DESIGN GOALS
It is assumed that a given page is segmented into zones ahead of time, and that 
text zones are correctly identified. The main goal is to develop a predictor system that 
accurately predicts the OCR accuracy of a given page in order to save costs in a large- 
scale OCR operation. Even though Blando's work and this thesis share the same 
ultimate goal, not only the same subgoals but different ones are set.
Features used in this thesis are also designed to detect image defects. Since 
Blando showed that the image-based approach does not work with pages containing 
numerical tables and/or less than 200 CCs, the new classifier is also designed to reject 
such pages.
As described in Chapter 2, Blando's classifier predicts the image quality of a whole 
page. In this thesis, a classifier is designed to predict the quality of a given zone, and 
the quality of a page is estimated by combining the quality of the zones in the page. 
The reasons behind this approach are as follows: First, the image quality of a page is 
often not uniform. Moreover, two or more text zones in a page may have different 
typographical features and background color. Another reason is that pages usually
20
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consist of two or more zones. By processing zones, the number of pages of training 
data increases, which, as discussed in previous chapter, is a veiy important issue in 
order to apply statistical classification techniques.
Estimated
Accuracy
Value
Normalization
Process
Statistical
Classification
Method
Feature
Extraction
Original
Zone
CORE
Figure 3.1: Classifier Model
Blando's system makes a binary decision, which is either "Good" or "Bad" 
representing whether or not the given page is recognized with above or below 90%
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accuracy. In other words, the fixed accuracy threshold value was used. In this thesis, 
a different approach is taken. The new system is designed to output a numerical value 
between 0 and 100 corresponding to the estimated OCR accuracy of a given page 
achieved by a particular OCR system. The page quality can be determined by 
comparing a predicted accuracy to a predetermined threshold value.
Blando designed his system to minimize the number of misclassifying "Bad" pages 
as "Good". Thus, his system makes a biased decision. In this thesis, no risk is 
assumed. The system is designed to make unbiased decisions. Since each OCR system 
has its own strength and weakness, the system is tuned to a particular OCR system 
rather than the median OCR accuracy of several OCR systems.
Figure 3.1 shows the basic modules in this new classifier. Feature values are 
obtained from a given zone by a feature extraction process. To use a statistical 
classification method, the feature values are normalized prior to the classification 
process. Finally, a statistical classification method estimates the accuracy value of a 
zone based on the normalized feature values.
3.2 TRAINING DATA
3.2.1 Data Sets
Two data sets were used for identifying new features and for training classifiers 
[8]. The first set called the "TSet" consists of 396 text zones obtained from ISRI's
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Sample 1 and 2 databases. As described in the previous section, this set does not 
include any zones containing tables and/or less than 200 CCs. Training a classifier 
using this set represents building a classifier from randomly selected samples from a 
given population.
The second set called the "TSetBad" contains a total of 466 zones, 396 zones 
from the TSet and 70 zones hand-picked from poor quality pages. Since the TSet 
rarely contains poor quality zones, this set is used to study if additional bad quality 
zones improve the performance of classifiers. The TSetBad data cannot be considered 
randomly generated.
3.2.2 Subjective Classification of Zones
There are more than 400 zones in the datasets used for training. Every time the 
definition of a feature is changed, it should be re-tested against all zones to study the 
effects of the modification. This task is extremely time consuming. To ease this 
process and to select better features, the author subjectively classified the image 
quality of every zone in the training data using his own judgement. Table 3.1 shows 
subjective class labels.
Although the classification results might be biased by the author's perception, 
these results were proven to be useful in testing feature performance. Every time a 
feature was tested, its values for every zone in the training set were plotted v/ith the 
subjective image-quality labels.
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LB,MB,HB : Low, medium and high degree o f brokenness
LS, MS,HS : Low, medium and high degree o f speckleness
LT, HT : Low and high degree o f touchiness
K  : Skew
I : Inverse video
Table 3.1 Subjective Image-Quality Labels
3.3 FEATURE SELECTION PROCESS
This section explains the seven features used in this thesis. Although some of these 
features were improved versions of Blando's features, most of them are newly selected 
to overcome the limitation of Blando's feature set.
3.3.1 Feature 1: Number of Black CCs Information
As described in Chapter 2 and shown in the previous example, the Broken Zone 
Factor values must be weighted using the number of black CCs in order for them to 
work correctly. Thus, the number of black CCs in a given zone is added as a feature 
for this new classifier.
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3.3.2 Feature 2: Improved Version of Blando's Broken Zone Factor
The characteristics of the character zones, defined in Section 2.1.2 and Figure 2.3, 
in the training data containing many broken characters were re-examined. It was 
observed that a lot of small CCs representing broken pieces fell outside of Broken 
Chars Zone defined by Blando. For example a character fragment, whose width is 
20% of the average width and whose height is 10% of the average height, would fall 
outside the Broken Chars Zone. Therefore, the shape of this Broken Chars Zone must 
be expanded in order to capture all these broken pieces that do not fall inside of the 
current boundary. After examining the plotted values for every zone with high degree 
of brokenness in the training data, the new shape was defined as shown in Figure 3.2.
Height Height
Reference Point Reference Point
75% 75%
15% 15%
15% 75% 15% 75%Width Width
(a) (b)
Figure 3.2 (a) and (b): Old and New versions of the Broken Chars Zone
respectively
3.3.3 Feature 3: Vertical Brokenness Factor
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As a result of poor photocopying or digitalization, characters are often vertically 
broken in two or more pieces as shown in Figure 3.3. Since these fragments maintain 
the same height of the original character, the Broken Zone Factor (feature 2) cannot 
detect them. They fall in the Vs zone and the I's body zones shown in Figure 2.3. The 
vertical brokenness also causes broken loops in letters, such as broken ‘e’ and ‘D ’ 
shown in Figure 3.3. Thus, the number of white CCs decreases, and the Vertical 
Brokenness Factor is defined as
jr .» id  / t? . Number o f White CCsVertical Brokenness Factor = --------------- -------------------
Total number o f  Black CCs
{■encr&l  [in C ' r t i c r i t in  o 4
r a d i t r j c h v i iy  r e le a s e s / '  r e q u ire s  tli^l
Figure 3.3: Example of a text zone with vertical brokenness
3.3.4 Feature 4: White Speckle Factor
The White Speckle Factor tries to determine if a particular zone has fat stroke
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characters by detecting characters with minimally opened loops. As discussed in 
Section 2.3, a fixed threshold value, 3 by 3 pixels, to discriminate normal loops from 
minimally opened loops cannot correctly process small and huge fonts. To overcome 
this problem, the size of an opening in a character is compared with the size of the 
character. There are at least three simple ways to do so:
I. Area-Based Approach: The area of the bounding rectangle of white CC 
divided by the area of the bounding rectangle of black CC.
II. Height-Based Approach: The height of black CC divided by the height 
of white CC.
El. Width-Based Approach: The width of white CC divided by the width of 
Black CC.
Since characters with fat strokes often cause touching characters, the area-based 
approach and the width-based approach are not robust. Thus, the height-based 
approach is used in this thesis. Based on the results obtained from the training data, 
a threshold value of 0.1 is chosen to identify minimally opened loops, and the White 
Speckle Factor is defined as
Number o f White CCs where H^shtOfWhiteCC < q j
White Speckle Factor =--------------------------------------HeightOfBlackCC--------
Total number o f White CCs
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A large White Speckle Factor value is expected to correspond to a zone 
containing many fat-stroke characters.
3.3.5 Feature 5: Black Density Factor
As shown in Figure 3.4, small loops are often completely filled while large loops 
remain widely opened. Since the White Speckle Factor cannot detect this kind of 
situations, a new feature called Black Density Factor is introduced.
Kola La ta r  o i m r n t l M i  A iring  t a t t i n g  t (  th t  m m  to r  a  to  I a  indicated
th a t I t  m a n a t  only th# major f ra c tu re  th a t m s  a ffae tM ; ra th o r , a t t « r  h t i  
wetted an a rm  o f an adjacent feorehole (about a  foot above tha ta e t borehole) 
through flea  In to  ubiouitou* f re c tu re e . flora hole in jec t ion exaertaw nte artth 
water and a ir  indicated  m at the  water f ro n t traveled  a eign if  leant m etence 
Into th e  frac tu raa  ana th a t I t  wodiflad the ambient pneumatic and hydraulic 
conductiv ity  o f  th a  frac tu raa . T rau ti (1M4> a leo  concluded Trew exoerlnen ta  In
Figure 3.4: Example of a text zone with high degree of speckleness
A black density is defined as the number of black pixels in the character divided 
by the total number of pixels inside the bounding box of that given character. Based 
on the results obtained from the training data, a threshold value of 0.75 was chosen
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to identify fat-stroke characters. The Black Density Factor is defined as
. . .  , n , . . .  NumberBlackPixelsNumber o f Black CCs w ith--------------------------->0.75
di i n  •*. . TotalNumberPixelsBlack Density Factor =----------------------------------------------------------------------
Total number o f  Black CCs
Lengths
Median = 2
Fatness =  Median /  Height 
=  2 / 7  
= 0.2857
Figure 3.5: Procedure to calculate Fatness Factor.
3.3.6 Feature 6: Fatness Factor
An additional feature to detect the degree of fatness in a particular zone is 
presented. Instead of looking for minimally opened holes, as the White Speckle 
Factor does, it calculates how fat is the stroke of a particular letter based on the 
median horizontal run-length, as shown in Figure 3.5. (Note that the mean value is too
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sensitive to horizontal strokes.) Since a wide stroke in a large character is normal, the 
median horizontal run-length is normalized by the height of the character. Once the 
normalized stroke width for each CC in a given zone is estimated, the Fatness Factor 
is calculated as
„  ^  ̂ Summation o f median width values for all Black CCsFatness Factor =---------------- ---------------------------- ----------------------
Total number o f Black CCs
3.3.7 Feature 7: Touchiness Factor
Since characters with fat strokes are not necessary the cause of touching 
characters as analyzed in section 2.3, another feature for detecting touching characters 
is needed.
A straightforward approach to estimate the degree of touchiness in a zone is to 
calculate the ratio of Average Height to Average Width of black CCs in a particular 
zone. The problem with this approach is that there are some fonts that are extremely 
wide. Thus, this simple feature does not work correctly.
Figure 3.6 (a) and (b) show that a set of touching characters often forms two or 
more loops. This phenomenon is easily detected by the number of white connected 
components inside a black connected component. Since only very few characters, 
such as “8" and “B”, in the English alphabet normally have two inside holes, any black
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connected component containing more than two white connected components is 
highly likely to be formed by a set of touching characters. Based on this observation, 
the Touchiness Factor is defined as
, Number of Black CCs with more than two White CCs insideTouchiness Factor =----------- ---------------------------------------------------------
Total number of Black CCs
A large Touchiness Factor value indicates a zone with a high degree of 
touchiness.
(a) Word with touching chars
(b) CC representation
White CCs
Black CC
Figure 3.6: CC representation of a word with 
Touching characters
3.4 STATISTICAL CLASSIFICATION METHODS
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Statistical classification techniques can be classified as either parametric or 
nonparametric. Parametric methods assume the forms of the underlying densities to 
be known, but nonparametric methods do not make such an assumption. Although 
features to predict the image quality of a given zone are identified in the previous 
section, the forms of their underlying densities are unknown. Thus, two nonparametric 
methods, the ^-Nearest Neighbor Rule and Neural Networks, are used in this thesis.
3.4.1 The ^-Nearest Neighbor Rule
The ^-Nearest Neighbor Rule (&-NNR) attempts to classify an unknown pattern 
directly using the labeled training data [9]. The underlying idea of the k-NNR is as 
follows. If the feature values are correctly normalized (scaled), training samples that 
belong to the same class form a cluster in feature space. Thus, a test pattern is likely 
to belong to the same class as the nearest training sample. It is known that NNR is a 
suboptimal classification method compared to the Bayesian method.
Each sample is represented by an n-dimensional feature vector. To determine the 
quality of an image, a subjective (ideally objective) quality, defined in Section 3.2, of 
the sample zone is used as the label. Similarly, to predict the OCR accuracy of a new 
zone, the OCR accuracy of a sample zone is used as the label. To classify a test
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sample, distances between the test sample and all training samples are calculated in 
the ^-dimensional feature space, and the k closest training samples are chosen. These 
k labels are used to classify the test sample. In this thesis, Euclidean distance is used.
3.4.2 Neural Network
Assume there is an ideal predictor f() that correctly predicts the OCR accuracy of 
a given zone achieved by an OCR system OCR-X, using the ideal feature vector x 
obtained from the zone and the knowledge of OCR-X.
OCR_Accuracy = f  (x, OCR-X)
Suppose the ideal predictor, f(), is a continuous function. A neural network is 
used to determine a function, g(), that approximates the ideal function, f(). Moreover, 
the function g() must predict the OCR accuracy of a zone using a subset of features, 
x’, available in the ideal feature vector x. Therefore, the criterion for optimizing the 
neural network is given as
I f(x, OCR-X) - g (x ’, OCR-X) I
It is known that feed-forward networks can approximate any continuous function 
using enough neurons and training data. Therefore, feed-forward networks are used
this thesis.
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Figure 3.7: Classification System
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3.5 IMPLEMENTATIONS
Figure 3.7 shows the functional architecture of this classifier. An input page 
image is processed by several modules. The system takes the input page to be 
classified, filters out all non-text zones, extracts feature values from the text zones, 
and normalizes them. After that either a classifier using £-NNR or an estimator using 
a neural network estimates the OCR accuracy for each text-zone.
Finally, a weighted sum of zone-based OCR accuracy data is calculated and 
returned as the OCR accuracy of the page.
The neural net-based estimation module was developed using MatLab’s Neural 
Network Toolkit. The remaining modules were written in C++, and all modules were 
put together using UNIX shell script.
The following sections describe these modules in detail.
3.5.1 Feature Extraction and Normalization
The seven feature values, described in Section 3.3, are calculated for a zone in an 
input page image.
After evaluating the performance of the several normalization methods, it was 
decided to normalize a particular feature value by dividing the value by the largest 
feature’s value in the whole training set.
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3.5.2 k-NNR Classifier
As described in Chapter 3, the fc-NNR classification method is simple and straight 
forward. The phases for constructing a classifier are: (1) preparing feature vectors 
using a training set, (2) determining the value of k, and (3) defining a comparison 
algorithm.
Each zone in the training sets was processed by two OCR systems, OCR-A and 
OCR-B. (The OCR systems used but not identified with the results are ExperVision 
RTK and Xerox OCR Engine.) For each zone, the seven feature values were 
measured, normalized, and stored. For each training set, two classifiers, one for OCR- 
A and one for OCR-B were built.
As a first step in experimenting with different values for k, the nearest neighbor 
rule (1NNR) was chosen, and an algorithm to find the nearest neighbor using 
Euclidean distance was implemented.
3.5.3 Neural Network
A neural network was trained to approximate the ideal classifier as described in 
Section 3.4.2. In this thesis, a feed-forward neural network with two hidden layers 
containing seven neurons each and the back-propagation learning method were used. 
After training the neural net, the trained weights were used to define a single weighted 
formula corresponding to g(). Figure 3.8 shows the components of this process.
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Training vectors and OCR accuracy values were obtained by the process 
described in the previous section. An epoch is defined as an entire pass throughout all 
of the input training vectors [10]. The number of epochs required to train a neural 
network depended on each particular OCR system. A convergence was obtained at 
12000 epochs for OCR-A and 5000 epochs for OCR-B.
'n' training 
samples 
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Figure 3.8: Neural Network Classifier
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3.5.4 Zone-to-Page Process
This process takes the estimated OCR accuracy value for each zone in the original 
page and returns an estimated OCR accuracy value for the input page. If the number 
of characters in a zone is known, the number of correctly recognized characters can 
be estimated fairly accurately. Unfortunately, this information is not available in OCR 
conversion environments. The number of black CCs is used to approximate the 
number of characters in a zone. (For clean pages, this method usually overestimates 
the number of characters) Thus, the Zone-To-Page algorithm estimates the OCR 
accuracy of a given page using the following procedure:
/* Algorithm to estimate the accuracy value of a particular page, based on 
the accuracy values of its zones */
for each zone in original page 
do
total += num_black_cc * estimated_accuracy_value;
sum += num_black_cc;
done
page_accuracy = total / sum;
3.6 SUMMARY
A set of features designed to detect the image defects that affect OCR 
performance has been presented. The architecture for a new classifier based on a
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"removable" statistical classification engine has been created and two types of engines 
have been built using the &-NNR and neural network classification methodologies.
CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS & ANALYSIS
4.1 TEST DATA
The test data set consists of 502 pages, which are not rejected by the classifiers, 
taken from the ISRI DOE Sample 3 database. The pages in Sample 3 were randomly 
drawn from a large set of scientific and technical documents. For a more detailed 
description of the characteristics of these pages, see [11].
4.2 CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY
The performance of the following five classifiers was analyzed: a NN trained using 
the TSet, a NN trained using the TSetBad, a 1NNR classifier trained using the TSet, 
a 1NNR trained using the TsetBad, and Blando’s classifier. Since Blando’s classifier 
was designed to predict the quality of a page using an OCR accuracy threshold of 
90%, the remaining classifiers were also used to assign a “Good” or “Bad” label to 
a test page using a 90% threshold value. The sum of the number of “Good” samples 
classified as “Bad” (GasB) plus the number of “Bad” samples classified as “Good” 
(BasG) is the total number of misclassifications made by the classifier. Thus, the error
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rate is defined as:
E rror R a te  =  T o ta l num ber o f  M isc la ssifica tion  / T otal num ber o f  test sam ples  
= (G asB  +  B a sG )  /  T ota l nu m b er o f  te s t sam ples
Table 4.1 shows the confusion matrices for the classifiers tuned to OCR-A and 
Blando’s classifier. (The results for OCR-B are similar to the ones obtained for OCR- 
A and are shown in Appendix A.) Table 4.2 shows their overall error rates.
(a) BasB: 6 BasG: 5 NN - TSet data set as training
GasB: 10 GasG: 481 (12000 epochs)
(b) BasB: 9 BasG: 2 NN - TSetBad data set as training
GasB: 14 GasG: 477 (12000 epochs)
(c) BasB: 2 BasG: 9 1NNR - TSet data set as training
GasB: 3 GasG: 488
(d) BasB: 6 BasG: 5 1NNR - TSetBad data set as training
GasB: 11 GasG: 480
(e) BasB: 10 BasG: 1 Blando’s classifier
GasB: 60 GasG: 431
Table 4.1 Confusion matrices. Classifiers tuned for OCR-A with 90% threshold.
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NN trained using TSet 3.0%
NN trained using TSetBad 3.2%
1NNR trained using TSet 2.4%
1NNR trained using TSetBad 3.2%
Blando 12.2 %
Classifying everything as “Good” 2.2%
Table 4.2: Overall error rates for each classifier tuned for OCR-A and using a 90%
threshold value.
The results show that both the NN-based and INNR-based classifiers improved 
the recognition of “Bad” pages using additional 70 poor quality training samples 
(TSetBad set). At the same time, the classifiers made slightly more errors in 
recognizing “Good” pages. The results suggest that, to improve the performance of 
these classifiers, more training data is needed. The 1NNR requires that the distribution 
of page quality in the training samples represents the distribution of the population. 
Thus, adding hand picked data to the training set may not work. On the other hand, 
training neural networks does not have this restriction. It is interesting to investigate 
the effect of adding artificially created data, such as photocopying the original hard 
copy pages, to the training data set.
The 1NNR performance recognizing “Bad” pages, using this 90% threshold, is far 
from good. This is an expected outcome because only a 5% of the pages in TSet
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training data have an OCR accuracy below 90% (20 pages out of a total of 396).
Table 4.1 shows that all new classifiers made fewer errors than the Blando’s 
classifier did. However, Blando’s classifier made the fewest “Bad as Good” 
misclassifications (only one). This is understandable because Blando’s classifier was 
designed to minimize the “Bad as Good” misclassifications using the OCR accuracy 
threshold of 90%. In other words, this classifier met its design goal. On the other 
hand, the NN trained with the TSetBad made one more “Bad as Good” error but 46 
fewer “Good as Bad” errors than Blando’s classifier. Without using a cost or risk 
model associated with making these two type of errors, it is not clear which method 
is the best among these predictors. Moreover, all classifiers made more errors than the 
total of errors obtained by classifying all pages as “Good” because the test data set 
consists of 11 “Bad” and 491 “Good” pages using a 90% threshold. It is not clear if 
the prediction systems are useful from these results. To answer these questions, a 
simple cost model is introduced and used to analyze the performance of these 
classifiers in the next section.
4.3 COST-MODEL-BASED ANALYSIS
4.3.1 Cost Model
Currently, there are two ways to convert a printed document into a text file: 
manual keying with post processing and processing the document using an OCR
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system with post processing. Some factors that determine the average cost of keying 
a character are a typist’s salary and speed of typing, the cost of spell checking, and 
the cost of proofreading. Similarly, some factors that determine the average cost of 
correcting an OCR error are the cost of correcting marked errors, the cost of 
correcting zoning errors, and the cost of correcting unmarked errors (proofreading). 
No detailed study in this topic is available in the literature.
In a large-scale data conversion process, there are three ways to convert a large 
number of original pages into text files. The first approach consists in manually keying 
all the original pages. This corresponds to classifying all pages as “Bad”. The cost of 
this approach is defined as
Cost o f  Manual keying = Ck * Nc
where Nc is the total number of characters in the original documents and Ck is the cost 
of keying per character.
On the other hand, the second approach consists in passing every original page 
throughout an OCR system and correcting all OCR errors generated. This 
corresponds to classifying all pages as “Good”. Although correcting marked errors 
is easier than correcting unmarked errors, to simplify the model, it is assumed that the 
cost of correcting OCR errors is the same. The cost of this approach is defined as
Cost o f OCR System = Cp * Nc
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where Ne is the total number of errors produced by the OCR system and Cp is the cost 
of correcting an error.
The last approach uses OCR systems to process good quality pages and typist to 
key in poor quality ones. A data entry method for a given document can be 
determined by either a human operator or a prediction system like Blando’s or one of 
the systems developed in this thesis. The cost for this approach is,
Cost o f Predictor System = Ck * B + Cp * G
where B is the total number of characters in pages classified as “Bad”, BasB and 
GasB, and G is the total number of OCR errors in pages classified as “Good”, BasG 
and GasG.
Since the exact cost of proofreading is unknown, several cost values will be tried 
and the results will be tabulated accordingly. As a general rule, however, it is known 
that the cost of proofreading (Cp) is substantially higher that the cost of manually 
keying (Ct). Therefore, the cost of keying a character is arbitrarily set to 1 and the 
cost of proofreading is, from now on, expressed in “multiple of cost of keying” units.
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4.3.2 Analysis
Figure 4.1 shows the costs required to convert the test data using the following 
methods tuned to OCR-A: manual typing, OCR system only, Blando’s method, the 
NN trained method using the TSet and the 90% threshold value, and the 1NNR 
trained method using the TSet and the 90% threshold. (For detailed results for OCR- 
A and OCR-B, see appendix B and C, respectively.) Using the OCR method is more 
cost effective than manually keying documents unless Cp is greater than 75. This is 
understandable because, in general, the pages in the test set are of good quality. For 
a collection of poor quality documents, a break even point is expected to correspond 
to a smaller value of Cp.
The NN method was always cheaper than the manual typing and the OCR system 
approaches. The 1NNR method was always cheaper than the OCR system approach 
but more expensive than then manual typing for Cp greater than 80. The results 
suggest that new classifiers could be used to save costs in the given range for Cp. On 
the other hand, Blando’s method is not effective for Cp less than 18.
Figure 4.2 shows the total conversion costs for the NN classifier using threshold 
value 90%, 95% and 98%. Notice that these classifiers outperformed each other for 
different costs. As the cost Cp increases, the higher threshold value becomes more 
effective because fewer number of corrections are needed. This analysis shows that 
the threshold value used to differentiate between “Good” and “Bad” pages and the 
cost of proofreading are strongly related. For a fixed proofreading cost, the new
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classifiers have different overall costs depending on the threshold value that is being 
used. Since the new systems were not trained for a fixed threshold value, in order to 
compare the performance of the new systems with other systems, an appropriate 
threshold value was chosen, and the total costs were calculated. Suppose a page 
contains 100 characters and the corresponding real OCR accuracy is 90%. If it is
D o c u m e n t  Conversion Costs
1400000 - -
1200000 - -
1000000  -  ~
BOOOOO -  -
2Q>5*
O  600000 - -
400000 -  -
10 2 0  30  40 50  60  70 80 90  10C
Cost of Proofreading
M a n u a l N N  90% ---------- - O C R
- ' B ia n d o 'a 1 N N R  90% J
Figure 4.1: Conversion Costs (New classifiers using 90% 
threshold values.)
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considered “Good” 10 characters are proofread. If it is considered “Bad” 100 
characters are keyed. Thus, the break even value for Cp is 10. The following formula 
is applied in order to get these appropriate threshold values for a given Cp:
Appropriate Threshold value = 100 - (1 0 0 1 Cp ).
D o c u m e n t  Convers ion  Costs
1200000 -T-
1oooooo - -
600000 -  -
2Q)
O
400000 -  -
200000  -  -
10 2 0  3 0  40 5 0  60 70 80 90  10C
Cost o f Proofreading
N N  9 0 %    N N  9 6 %   •------  N N  9B%
Figure 4.2: Conversion costs for NN classifier using 90%, 95% and
98% threshold values
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For example, the appropriate threshold value for a Cp of 50 is 98% and for a Cp 
of 90 is 98.9%.
Document Conversion Costs
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Figure 4.3: Best Conversion Costs for each system
The performance of an ideal classifier was also determined using the real OCR 
accuracy of the test data. The ideal costs represent the lower bound of the prediction 
approach. Figure 4.3 shows that both the NN and the 1NNR systems outperform the 
remaining methods. Figure 4.4 clearly shows that the NN system outperformed
Ov
era
ll 
co
st
Blando's system for every Cp.
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Figure 4.4: Scaled Conversion Costs for each system
CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
5.1 CONCLUDING REMARKS
An architecture for systems that predict the OCR accuracy for a given page has 
been presented. The architecture allows the classification function to be easily 
replaced by another function. Two classification functions have been developed: one 
is based on a 3-layer back-propagation neural network and the other is based on the 
k-nearest neighbor rule. The feature set consists of seven simple measurements based 
mostly on the connected-components information of the characters in a given page. 
These features are associated with the following image defects: broken and touching 
characters, vertical brokenness, and speckleness. Some of these features are an 
improved version of Blando’s. A set of 396 randomly selected zones was used to train 
the basic classifiers.
The performance of the prediction systems was evaluated at first using confusion 
matrices and classification accuracy using 502 pages of test data. The results showed 
that fair comparison of these systems cannot be achieved without introducing a cost 
(risk) model. Therefore, a simple cost model for a real world large-scale document 
conversion process was introduced. This model takes account of the costs of manual
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keying and proofreading OCR errors.
The cost analysis showed that both classification techniques saved the cost of 
converting the test documents for Cp that is between 10 and 100. The performance 
of a neural network-based function is slightly better than that of the k-nearest 
neighbor rule-based function. However, the results also showed that performance is 
not optimal. There is room for improvement.
The experimental results showed that new classifiers made a clear improvement 
over Blando’s heuristic approach in their performance. Moreover, the new classifiers 
are easier to integrate in other applications because they estimate an OCR accuracy 
of a given page rather than make a binary decision.
5.2 FUTURE WORK
Although the new generation of page-quality estimation systems demonstrate 
improved performance, it is clear that this technology should be considered “work-in- 
progress”. During this research, many areas were identified that possibly enhance the 
performance of these classifiers.
It has been shown that the new systems made progress in recognition of “Bad” 
pages using additional “Bad” pages from the TsetBad training set. The results suggest 
that more training data are needed to improve the performance of the classifiers. Since 
the &-NNR approach uses the ratio of “Good” pages to “Bad” pages in the training 
data as the a priori probability, new training should be carefully added to the original
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training set. On the other hand, the neural network approach does not have such a 
restriction. Adding more mediocre and poor quality pages to the training set is 
expected to improve the performance of the system.
In this thesis, the new systems were trained using scientific and technical 
documents from the ISRI databases. It is not clear whether or not these classifiers can 
predict OCR accuracy of other classes of documents, such as magazine pages. Re­
training of these classifiers might be needed to process other classes of documents.
The feature set used to develop these systems is a subset of the ideal feature set. 
For example, it is often difficult for OCR systems to recognize unusual typefaces even 
if the quality of a given page is good. A list of names and address are often difficult 
to recognize because lexical post processing may not work. Thus, new features that 
detect typographical and linguistic difficulties have to be created.
Zones containing fewer than 200 connected components and numerical tables 
were excluded from this study. New methods for estimating OCR accuracy of these 
type of zones must be investigated.
APPENDIX A
CONFUSION MATRICES FOR EACH CLASSIFIER TUNED TO OCR-B 
AND USING A 90% THRESHOLD VALUE
(a) BasB: 2 BasG: 3 
GasB: 3 GasG: 494
(b) BasB: 5 BasG: 0 
GasB: 19 GasG: 478
(c) BasB: 1 BasG: 4 
GasB: 3 GasG: 494
(d) BasB: 1 BasG: 4 
GasB: 13 GasG: 484
(e) BasB: 5 BasG: 0 
GasB: 65 GasG: 432
NN - TSet data set as training 
(5000 epochs)
NN - TSetBad data set as training 
(5000 epochs)
1NNR - TSet data set as training
1NNR - TSetBad data set as training
Blando’s classifier
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OVERALL ERROR RATES FOR EACH CLASSIFIER TUNED TO OCR-B
AND USING A 90% THRESHOLD VALUE
NN trained using Tset: 1.1%
NN trained using TsetBad: 3.7%
1NNR trained using Tset: 1.3%
1NNR trained using TsetBad: 3.3%
Blando: 12.9%
APPENDIX B
COST-MODEL RESULTS FOR NN CLASSIFIER TUNED TO OCR-A AND 
USING TSET DATA SET AS TRAINING
C -  10 C -  20 C -  30 C -  40 C -  50
Manual 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376
Th -90% 147665 252925 358185 463445 568705
Th -95% 156112 239632 323152 406672 490192
Th -  96.7% 175958 242578 309198 375818 442438
Th -  97.5% 196787 256367 315947 375527 435107
Th -98% 222206 273466 324726 375986 427246
Th -  98.4% 254026 301116 348206 395296 442386
Th -  98.6% 264345 309085 353825 398565 443305
Th -  98.8% 288940 330280 371620 412960 454300
Th -  98.9% 297399 337809 378219 418629 459039
Th -  99% 309971 348611 387251 425891 464531
OCR 154439 308878 463318 617757 772197
C -60 C -  70 C -  80 C -  90 C -  100
Manual 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376
Th -  90% 673965 779225 884485 989745 1095005
Th -  95% 573712 657232 740752 824272 907792
Th -  96.7% 509058 575678 642298 708918 775538
Th -  97.5% 494687 554267 613847 673427 733007
Th -  98% 478506 529766 581026 632286 683546
Th -  98.4% 489476 536566 583656 630746 677836
Th -  98.6% 488045 532785 577525 622265 667005
Th -  98.8% 495640 536980 578320 619660 661000
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C -60 C -  70 C -  80 C -  90 C -  100
Th -  98.9% 499449 539859 580269 620679 661089
Th -  99% 503171 541811 580451 619091 657731
OCR 926636 1081076 1235515 1389955 1544394
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COST-MODEL RESULTS FOR NN CLASSIFIER TUNED TO OCR-A AND
USING TSETBAD DATA SET AS TRAINING
C -  10 C -  20 C -  30 C -  40 C -  50
Manual 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376
Th -  90% 153923 245193 336463 427733 519003
Th -  95% 169841 242541 315241 387941 460641
Th -  96.7% 187426 249896 312366 374836 437306
Th -  97.5% 211345 267765 324185 380605 437025
Th -9 8 % 229066 281126 333186 385246 437306
Th -  98.4% 240091 288671 337251 385831 434411
Th -  98.6% 257399 303539 349679 395819 441959
Th -  98.8% 268489 312739 356989 401239 445489
Th -  98.9% 291813 331893 371973 412053 452133
Th -  99% 314085 351415 388745 426075 463405
OCR 154439 308878 463318 617757 772197
C -60 C -  70 C -  80 C -  90 C -  100
Manual 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376
Th -  90% 610273 701543 792813 884083 975353
Th -  95% 533341 606041 678741 751441 824141
Th -  96.7% 499776 562246 624716 687186 749656
Th -  97.5% 493445 549865 606285 662705 719125
Th -  98% 489366 541426 593486 645546 697606
Th -  98.4% 482991 531571 580151 628731 677311
Th -  98.6% 488099 534239 580379 626519 672659
Th -  98.8% 489739 533989 578239 622489 666739
Th -  98.9% 492213 532293 572373 612453 652533
Th -  99% 500735 538065 575395 612725 650055
OCR 926636 1081076 1235515 1389955 1544394
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COST-MODEL RESULTS FOR 1KNN CLASSIFIER TUNED TO OCR-A
AND USING TSET DATA SET AS TRAINING
C -  10 C -  20 C -  30 C - 4 0 C -  50
Manual 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376
Th -  90% 152516 294956 437396 579836 722276
Th -  95% 165306 251186 337066 422946 508826
Th -  96.7% 203662 270862 338062 405262 472462
Th -  97.5% 218233 277163 336093 395023 453953
Th -  98% 232876 286706 340536 394366 448196
Th -  98.4% 243624 292204 340784 389364 437944
Th -  98.6% 257524 304224 350924 397624 444324
Th -  98.8% 283303 327893 372483 417073 461663
Th -  98.9% 290477 334337 378197 422057 465917
Th -  99% 298520 341290 384060 426830 469600
OCR 154439 308878 463318 617757 772197
C -60 C -  70 C -  80 C — 90 C -  100
Manual 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376
Th -  90% 864716 1007156 1149596 1292036 1434476
Th -  95% 594706 680586 766466 852346 938226
Th -  96.7% 539662 606862 674062 741262 808462
Th -  97.5% 512883 571813 630743 689673 748603
Th -  98% 502026 555856 609686 663516 717346
Th -  98.4% 486524 535104 583684 632264 680844
Th -  98.6% 491024 537724 584424 631124 677824
Th -  98.8% 506253 550843 595433 640023 684613
Th -  98.9% 509777 553637 597497 641357 685217
Th -  99% 512370 555140 597910 640680 683450
OCR 926636 1081076 1235515 1389955 1544394
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COST-MODEL RESULTS FOR 1KNN CLASSIFIER TUNED TO OCR-A
AND USING TSETBAD DATA SET AS TRAINING
C -  10 C -  20 C -  30 C - 4 0 C -  50
Manual 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376
Th -90% 150492 245252 340012 434772 529532
Th -  95% 168766 245996 323226 400456 477686
Th -  96.7% 208182 271312 334442 397572 460702
Th -  97.5% 222252 279092 335932 392772 449612
Th -  98% 236663 288483 340303 392123 443943
Th -  98.4% 249083 297883 346683 395483 444283
Th -  98.6% 267699 313489 359279 405069 450859
Th -  98.8% 282634 327484 372334 417184 462034
Th -  98.9% 297219 340529 383839 427149 470459
T h -9 9 % 307161 349191 391221 433251 475281
OCR 154439 308878 463318 617757 772197
C -60 C -  70 C -  80 C -  90 C -  100
Manual 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376
Th -90% 624292 719052 813812 908572 1003332
Th -  95% 554916 632146 709376 786606 863836
Th -  96.7% 523832 586962 650092 713222 776352
Th -  97.5% 506452 563292 620132 676972 733812
Th -  98% 495763 547583 599403 651223 703043
Th -  98.4% 493083 541883 590683 639483 688283
Th -  98.6% 496649 542439 588229 634019 679809
Th -  98.8% 506884 551734 596584 641434 686284
Th -  98.9% 513769 557079 600389 643699 687009
Th -  99% 517311 559341 601371 643401 685431
OCR 926636 1081076 1235515 1389955 1544394
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COST-MODEL RESULTS FOR BLANDO CLASSIFIER TUNED TO 
OCR-A
C -  10 C -  20 C -  30 C - 4 0 C -  50
Manual 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376
Blando 233914 286094 338274 390454 442634
OCR 154430 308860 463290 617720 772150
C -60 C -  70 C -  80 C -  90 C -  100
Manual 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376
Blando 494814 546994 599174 651354 703534
OCR 926580 1081010 1235440 1389870 1544300
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COST-MODEL RESULTS FOR IDEAL CLASSIFIER TUNED TO OCR-A
C -  10 C -  20 C -  30 C - 4 0 C -  50
Manual 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376
Th -90% 134544 241934 349324 456714 564104
Th -  95% 154795 223975 293155 362335 431515
Th -  96.7% 170749 228849 286949 345049 403149
Th -  97.5% 191053 240563 290073 339583 389093
Th -  98% 216607 258947 301287 343627 385967
Th -  98.4% 239934 277204 314474 351744 389014
Th -  98.6% 254605 289285 323965 358645 393325
Th -  98.8% 280125 310925 341725 372525 403325
Th -  98.9% 292634 321824 351014 380204 409394
T h -9 9 % 312186 339086 365986 392886 419786
OCR 154439 308878 463318 617757 772197
C -60 C -  70 C -  80 C -  90 C -  100
Manual 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376
Th -90% 671494 778884 886274 993664 1101054
Th -  95% 500695 569875 639055 708235 777415
Th -  96.7% 461249 519349 577449 635549 693649
Th -  97.5% 438603 488113 537623 587133 636643
Th -  98% 428307 470647 512987 555327 597667
Th -  98.4% 426284 463554 500824 538094 575364
Th -  98.6% 428005 462685 497365 532045 566725
Th -  98.8% 434125 464925 495725 526525 557325
Th -  98.9% 438584 467774 496964 526154 555344
T h -9 9 % 446686 473586 500486 527386 554286
OCR 926636 1081076 1235515 1389955 1544394
APPENDIX C
COST-MODEL RESULTS FOR NN CLASSIFIER TUNED TO OCR-B AND 
USING TSET DATA SET AS TRAINING
C -  10 C - 2 0 C - 3 0 C - 4 0 C -  50
Manual 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376
Th -90% 146462 283662 420862 558062 695262
Th -  95% 152651 275591 398531 521471 644411
Th -  96.7% 154964 265974 376984 487994 599004
Th -  97.5% 169210 269990 370770 471550 572330
Th -  98% 182322 275512 368702 461892 555082
Th -  98.4% 207551 284171 360791 437411 514031
Th -  98.6% 238354 310044 381734 453424 525114
Th -  98.8% 257481 325491 393501 461511 529521
Th -  98.9% 281030 341930 402830 463730 524630
Th -  99% 309271 366121 422971 479821 536671
OCR 145648 291297 436946 582594 728243
C -60 C - 7 0 C -  80 C - 9 0 C -  100
Manual 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376
Th -90% 832462 969662 1106862 1244062 1381262
Th -  95% 767351 890291 1013231 1136171 1259111
Th -  96.7% 710014 821024 932034 1043044 1154054
Th -  97.5% 673110 773890 874670 975450 1076230
Th -  98% 648272 741462 834652 927842 1021032
Th -  98.4% 590651 667271 743891 820511 897131
Th -  98.6% 596804 668494 740184 811874 883564
Th -98.8% 597531 665541 733551 801561 869571
Th -  98.9% 585530 646430 707330 768230 829130
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C -60 0 1 o C -  80 C -  90 C -  100
T h -9 9 % 593521 650371 707221 764071 820921
OCR 873892 1019540 1165189 1310838 1456486
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COST-MODEL RESULTS FOR NN CLASSIFIER TUNED TO OCR-B AND
USING TSETBAD DATA SET AS TRAINING
C -  10 C -  20 C -  30 C -  40 C -  50
Manual 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376
Th -90% 166427 264307 362187 460067 557947
Th -  95% 186187 271697 357207 442717 528227
Th -  96.7% 212385 292475 372565 452655 532745
Th -  97.5% 244770 314360 383950 453540 523130
Th -98% 256765 323605 390445 457285 524125
Th -  98.4% 275708 339098 402488 465878 529268
Th -  98.6% 290884 351944 413004 474064 535124
Th -  98.8% 310961 369641 428321 487001 545681
Th -  98.9% 330880 386740 442600 498460 554320
Th -  99% 355033 406063 457093 508123 559153
OCR 145648 291297 436946 582594 728243
C -60 C -  70 C -  80 C - 9 0 C -  100
Manual 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376
Th -90% 655827 753707 851587 949467 1047347
Th -  95% 613737 699247 784757 870267 955777
Th -  96.7% 612835 692925 773015 853105 933195
Th -  97.5% 592720 662310 731900 801490 871080
Th -  98% 590965 657805 724645 791485 858325
Th -  98.4% 592658 656048 719438 782828 846218
Th -  98.6% 596184 657244 718304 779364 840424
Th -  98.8% 604361 663041 721721 780401 839081
Th -  98.9% 610180 666040 721900 777760 833620
Th -  99% 610183 661213 712243 763273 814303
OCR 873892 1019540 1165189 1310838 1456486
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COST-MODEL RESULTS FOR 1KNN CLASSIFIER TUNED TO OCR-B
AND USING TSET DATA SET AS TRAINING
C -  10 C -  20 C -  30 C -  40 C -  50
Manual 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376
Th -90% 145723 284483 423243 562003 700763
Th -95% 160032 277502 394972 512442 629912
Th -  96.7% 175081 279121 383161 487201 591241
Th -  97.5% 205260 291960 378660 465360 552060
Th -  98% 247596 322226 396856 471486 546116
Th -  98.4% 266988 336828 406668 476508 546348
Th -  98.6% 295105 359995 424885 489775 554665
Th -  98.8% 316385 378355 440325 502295 564265
Th -  98.9% 349553 409243 468933 528623 588313
Th -  99% 366628 423988 481348 538708 596068
OCR 145648 291297 436946 582594 728243
C -60 C -  70 C -  80 C - 9 0 C -  100
Manual 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376
Th -90% 839523 978283 1117043 1255803 1394563
Th -  95% 747382 864852 982322 1099792 1217262
Th -  96.7% 695281 799321 903361 1007401 1111441
Th -  97.5% 638760 725460 812160 898860 985560
Th -  98% 620746 695376 770006 844636 919266
Th -  98.4% 616188 686028 755868 825708 895548
Th -  98.6% 619555 684445 749335 814225 879115
Th -  98.8% 626235 688205 750175 812145 874115
Th -  98.9% 648003 707693 767383 827073 886763
Th -  99% 653428 710788 768148 825508 882868
OCR 873892 1019540 1165189 1310838 1456486
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COST-MODEL RESULTS FOR 1KNN CLASSIFIER TUNED TO OCR-B
AND USING TSETBAD DATA SET AS TRAINING
C -  10 C -2 0 C -  30 C -  40 C -  50
Manual 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376
Th -90% 159980 277630 395280 512930 630580
Th -  95% 174208 270368 366528 462688 558848
Th -  96.7% 191057 278667 366277 453887 541497
Th -  97.5% 217533 297063 376593 456123 535653
Th -  98% 249376 324006 398636 473266 547896
Th -  98.4% 278734 348194 417654 487114 556574
Th -  98.6% 302158 365948 429738 493528 557318
Th -  98.8% 311949 373679 435409 497139 558869
Th -  98.9% 353195 412135 471075 530015 588955
Th -  99% 368237 425597 482957 540317 597677
OCR 145648 291297 436946 582594 728243
C -60 C - 7 0 C -  80 C - 9 0 C -  100
Manual 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376
Th -90% 748230 865880 983530 1101180 1218830
Th -95% 655008 751168 847328 943488 1039648
Th -  96.7% 629107 716717 804327 891937 979547
Th -  97.5% 615183 694713 774243 853773 933303
Th -  98% 622526 697156 771786 846416 921046
Th -  98.4% 626034 695494 764954 834414 903874
Th -  98.6% 621108 684898 748688 812478 876268
Th -  98.8% 620599 682329 744059 805789 867519
Th -  98.9% 647895 706835 765775 824715 883655
Th -  99% 655037 712397 769757 827117 884477
OCR 873892 1019540 1165189 1310838 1456486
COST-MODEL RESULTS FOR BLANDO CLASSIFIER TUNED TO 
OCR-B
C -  10 C -  20 C -  30 C -  40 C -  50
Manual 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376
Blando 254304 326874 399444 472014 544584
OCR 145640 291280 436920 582560 728200
C -60 C -  70 C -  80 C - 9 0 C -  100
Manual 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376
Blando 617154 689724 762294 834864 907434
OCR 873840 1019480 1165120 1310760 1456400
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COST-MODEL RESULTS FOR IDEAL CLASSIFIER TUNED TO OCR-B
C -  10 C -  20 C -  30 C -  40 C -  50
Manual 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376
Th -90% 143460 274860 406260 537660 669060
Th -  95% 162578 254328 346078 437828 529578
Th -  96.7% 189823 264533 339243 413953 488663
Th -  97.5% 215026 279406 343786 408166 472546
Th -  98% 246257 301637 357017 412397 467777
Th -  98.4% 278047 326807 375567 424327 473087
Th -  98.6% 308206 351756 395306 438856 482406
Th -  98.8% 353542 390242 426942 463642 500342
Th -  98.9% 385116 417656 450196 482736 515276
Th -  99% 417393 446133 474873 503613 532353
OCR 145648 291297 436946 582594 728243
C -60 C -  70 C -  80 C - 9 0 C -  100
Manual 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376 1174376
Th -90% 800460 931860 1063260 1194660 1326060
Th -  95% 621328 713078 804828 896578 988328
Th -  96.7% 563373 638083 712793 787503 862213
Th -  97.5% 536926 601306 665686 730066 794446
Th -  98% 523157 578537 633917 689297 744677
Th -  98.4% 521847 570607 619367 668127 716887
Th -  98.6% 525956 569506 613056 656606 700156
Th -  98.8% 537042 573742 610442 647142 683842
Th -  98.9% 547816 580356 612896 645436 677976
Th -  99% 561093 589833 618573 647313 676053
OCR 873892 1019540 1165189 1310838 1456486
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